Weather Related Closure Policy

**5280 follows the Jefferson County Weather Closure Policy**

- On the occasion that Jeffco announces a full day closure, we will always be closed for morning classes and team practices but will evaluate the weather situation and make an announcement about afternoon/evening classes by 12pm that day.
- On the occasion that Jeffco announces a delayed start, then morning team practices are cancelled and we will make an announcement by 8:00 am of the morning Rec classes will be held.

Recreational Make-up Classes Policy

- All recreational students are allowed one make-up class per month.
  - The make-up class must occur within the same month that the regular class period was missed.
- There are no refunds, discounts or pro-rates for absences or gym holidays.
- Closures due to circumstances outside the gym’s control (weather etc.) do not constitute a make-up day.
- Closures within the gym’s control (competitive meets and events) do constitute a makeup day.

5280 reserves the right to cancel any class at any time. Notice of gym closings and holidays will be posted on our website.

**5280 typically follow the Jefferson County Public School District Family Calendar for closures and holidays**